“PEOPLE FIRST, THEN CREATE VALUES”

Be innovative, be bold, be smart, be friendly. You never know who is the guy you are sticking with, and how he is going to influence your life.

The Global Youth Entrepreneurs Forum 2017, organised by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups and HKU DreamCatchers, connected over 1,000 young entrepreneurs, industry experts, angel investors, corporate and government representatives, and stakeholders from over 30 countries and regions. The two-day programme included a full-day forum and a visit to the Qianhai innovation hub. Over 70 speakers shared their insights and experiences of innovation in China, the Internet of things, fundraising, travel entrepreneurship, social media, FinTech, social innovation, e-commerce etc.

https://globalforum.hktyg.org.hk/

Panels:
- Innovation in China: a game changer for Hong Kong?
- A tale of four cities: innovations and creativity
- Finding true fans: love from customers, talent, & partners
- Future of travel entrepreneurs
- Book smart v.s. street smart
- Social Media in new media landscape
- Deconstruct Fast-growing Companies
- Fintech - a promising future?
- Is Hong Kong an ideal place for IoT startups?
- Entrepreneurial ecosystem - Youth, lifestyle and innovation
- Out-of-box thinking leads to social good
- The truth about E-commerce
- Commerce and creativity: cultural entrepreneurship in the digital age
- Blockchain and digitalised future

1000+ Audience
70+ Speakers
30+ Countries
U.S.A., Israel, China, Thailand, Taiwan, Ecuador, Canada, France, Germany, India, U.K....
Speakers

Rosanna Wong The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups
Peter Mathieson President & Vice-Chancellor, HKU
Sabrina Fung Fung Retailing Limited
Dov Moran Grove Ventures
Bernadette Tsui Development & Alumni Affair Office, HKU
Nicholas Yang Secretary for Innovation and Technology, HKSAR Government
Leong Cheung The Hong Kong Jockey Club
Albert Wong Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation
Horatio Wong PwC Hong Kong
Jeffrey Broer Recime Inc.
Tytus Michalski Fresco Capital
Sandy Diao Indiegogo
Estefania Almeida Cordero Click Ventures
Brandon Chiung AppWorks
Brian Chan Oddup
Kenneth She Uber HK
Yinglan Tan National University of Singapore
Ray Chan 9GAG
Brian Lo Deliveroo Hong Kong
Him Lo MILL6 Foundation
Kj Wong Music Lab
Gary Liu SCMP
Ada Wong GoodLab
Christine Ma Lau JEMS Learning House
Anjani Trivedi The Wall Street Journal
Timothy Yu Snapask
Shing Chow Lalamove
Zela Chin TVB
Jeffrey Broer Recime Inc.
Ming-wai Lau Ocean Park Corp.
Jamie Cheung Eastern Vision
Paul Chan Walk in Hong Kong
Phillip Yuen Tink Labs
Eric Gnock Klook Travel
Leona Wong Central Exchange
Stephen Po QooApp
Fung Kam Keung Awesapp
William Chan Visual Squares Ltd.
Steven Kwok Hea 富學
Net Jacobsson SparkLabs Global Ventures
Antony Leung Nan Fung Group
Alex Wang Cybernaut Investment Group
John Kao Vice-President and Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Global), HKU
Mark Wang Shopify
Ivan Liang PayPal
Edmund Wong MyDress
Jenny Hui eBay HK & Taiwan
Tommy Tse Department of Sociology, HKU
Alex Wang Cybernaut Investment Group
Toa Charm Hong Kong Cyberport Management Company Limited
Boris Chan Institutional Banking Group, DBS Bank (Hong Kong) Limited
Paul Cheung Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering, HKU
Siu-man Hsu The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups
Medhy Souidi Metta
Luke Chu Hong Kong Internet & e-Commerce Association
Di Deng China Blockchain Application Research Center
Simon Loong WeLab
Veronika Kuznetsova SuperCharger Fintech Accelerator
Henry Lau Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering, HKU
Chen Guanhua Hong Kong X Technology Startup Platform; Department of Chemistry, HKU
SC Kim Technology Transfer Office, HKU
Eugene Leung Sino Private Group
So King Hang RTHK
George Chen Facebook
Law Wing Chung Lam Yat Hei TVMost
Jessie Lam Brinc
Florian Simmendinger Soundbrenner Limited
Laurent Le Pen Omate
Tsing Yu YOU+ International Youth Community
Patricia Lau The Efficiency Unit, HKSAR Government
Genta Kondo Mission ARM Japan

Continue >
Co-working space, Events & Community
1/F, Knowles Building

iDendron, located on 1/F of Knowles Building, is the enabling partner of entrepreneurs, innovators and pioneers, with anchor programmes such as DreamCatchers and the Entrepreneurship Academy, and partnership events with active players in the field.

It serves as a co-working space, event space, and collaborative community for our students, staff, alumni and partners.

The workspace opened in Oct., 2017 and is available for DreamCatchers teams, students and alumni to work on their startup projects.

Regular workshops, sharings and mixers will be organised to equip and engage the entrepreneurial community.

www.idendron.hku.hk

SOCIAL MEDIA IN NEW MEDIA LANDSCAPE

“Business is people. So you basically have to maintain a good team of people who work with you, not for you. More importantly, you’re creating something every day.”

– Timothy Yu, Snapask

DECONSTRUCT FAST-GROWING COMPANIES

“There are two types of founders. The first type is the founders who know what they are doing and then they start a company. Then there are the others like us. We don’t know what we are doing but we start a company and through hard work, we grow. The only thing we all have in common is that we start.”

– Ray Chan, 9GAG

3-min highlight:
https://youtu.be/1w2TIP5PiQ

Global Youth Entrepreneurs Forum 2017
MedTech Hackathon 2017

ENABLING MEDICAL CARE OUTSIDE THE HOSPITAL

Co-organised by
The University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation

The week-long Hackathon targeted students from Stanford University and Hong Kong universities, and young HKSTP professionals to experience Stanford Biodesign methodologies, design thinking, business model canvas, and to work in interdisciplinary teams to come up with prototypes of sustainable healthcare solutions.

The Hackathon was jointly led by Dr Robert Chang, Lily Truong, Dr Kenneth Wu from the Stanford community, Dr Carrie Ling from the Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation and Professor Paul Cheung and Dr Hayden So from the University of Hong Kong.

https://youtu.be/YzNDNYA3TuS

CHAMPION
Team EyeCare (Ophthalmology)
To improve eyelid hygiene in patients with evaporative dry eye disease to significantly reduce eye discomfort and inflammation

1st RUNNER-UP
Team femove (Haematology)
To improve the comfort and mobility of patients on iron chelation therapy in order to increase medication compliance

2nd RUNNER-UP
Team Xvisor (Radiology)
To increase the sensitivity and efficiency of the x-ray interpretation process for medical professionals to evaluate more patients while minimising human error